The objective of this paper is to analyze the relationship among the interrelated gene sequences of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Further this paper will provide a study on genetic factor of the occurrence about Alzheimer's disease, so as to provide more information on the prevention of Alzheimer's disease, the clinical diagnosis and gene therapy for Alzheimer's disease. The respective alignment of the Alzheimer's disease interrelated gene sequences with those in The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database was studied, and the measurement relationship of these sequences was identified and analyzed by the method of fuzzy cluster. The result of fuzzy cluster analysis indicates that the gene sequences interrelated within one group is consistently having closer relationship within the group other than in another group.
Introduction
Alzheimer's disease is a degenerative neurological disorder characterized by neural loss and brain lesions associated with plaques containing large amounts of the beta/ A4 amyloid peptide. It has been identified in an emerging multigene family. The more old people aged above 65 there are in China, the more old people have Alzheimer's disease. The cause of this disease is still not fully clear.
Mutations in presenilins are responsible for approximately 40% of all early-onset familial Alzheimer disease (FAD) cases in which a genetic cause has been identified [1] . Missense mutations in the genes encoding amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenilin-1 and presenilin-2 have been found to cause some forms of autosomal dominant early-onset Alzheimer disease. Autosomal dominant point mutations in the APP gene are associated with beta-amyloid peptide-related cerebral amyloid angiopathy and Alzheimer's disease [2] . In general, there are more and more the results to drawn studier's attention to genetic factor of the Alzheimer's disease occurrence.
This paper is to study more genetic factor of the Alzheimer's disease occurrence and provide information about prevention, diagnosis and treatment in genetic level. The method is that fuzzy cluster analysis divides the data of Alzheimer's disease-related gene sequences into groups such that the similar data objects belong to the same cluster and the dissimilar data objects to different clusters. The fuzzy clustering method is based on the measure of distance. This measure is the score that respective pair wise sequence alignment of interrelated gene sequences with Alzheimer's disease in NCBI database. Fuzzy cluster analysis can yield useful information on the intrinsic characters or property of this data. The measurement relationship of these sequences was identified and analyzed by the fuzzy cluster.
In this paper, we aim to provide the results of clusters (or groups) that are the Alzheimer's disease associated gene sequences by different number of α-cuts (thresholds). From fuzzy cluster point of view, the gene sequences in one group have been consisted to have close relationship and similar functions and characters. This may possibly be made use of information reference in clinical diagnosis and treatment of the Alzheimer's disease by the results of fuzzy cluster.
Materials and Methods

The Dataset
Through searching for keyword "Alzheimers" in Nucleotide database of The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), there were 4 sequences to be found on March 2007 and 8 sequences to be found on May 2011. The 12 mRNA sequences were selected which interrelated with Alzheimer's disease and applied into sequences alignment analysis. The sequences numbers of identify (accession numbers in Nucleotide database) are nm_005166; nm_001642; nm_001024807; nm_002704; nm_023959;nm_080478; nm_017522; nm_033300; nm_ 001018054; nm_004631; nm_001013018; nm_178003. The set of all mRNA sequences' numbers is set M, i.e. M = {nm_005166; nm_001642; nm_001024807; nm_ 002704; nm_023959; nm_080478; nm_017522; nm_ 033300; nm_001018054; nm_004631; nm_001013018; nm_178003 }.
The Data Score Matrix
Let the data set M be defined as "X". The set X consists of 12 data points: X={x1, x2 ··· x12}, x1= nm_005166; x2 = nm_001642; ···; x12 = nm_178003.
We performed the operation of the Smith-Waterman algorithm is a member of the class of algorithms that can calculate the best score on this sequence set X, by using "EMBOSS Pairwise Alignment Algorithms" software (from: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/emboss/align/index.html/).
We are trying to find the best region of similarity between two sequences, use the "Water" program. "Water" program uses the Smith-Waterman algorithm (modified for speed enhancements) to calculate the local alignment. "Water" program finds an alignment with the maximum possible score where the score of an alignment is equal to the sum of the matches taken from the scoring matrix.
There is a scoring matrix X of the sequences' pair wise alignment to be shown in the Figure 1. 
The Fuzzy Clustering
In the fuzzy cluster the degree of belonging to a cluster is quantified by means of membership function r(x, y). The value of r(x, y) is belonged in the interval [0, 1].
The fuzzy relation matrix R (to be shown in Figure 2 ) was obtained by method of "Maxim and Minim" [3] for above the scoring matrix X, as in (1).
The symbol "∧" is defined by (2) and The symbol "∨" is defined by (3).
From the fuzzy relation matrix R (Figure 2) , one can see that:
The relation matrix R is a reflexive matrix. The relation matrix R is a symmetric matrix. The relation matrix R is not a max-min transitive matrix. A fuzzy binary relation matrix that is reflexive, symmetric and transitive is known as a fuzzy equivalence relation matrix. A binary relation matrix that is reflexive and symmetric is called a compatibility relation matrix. The fuzzy relation matrix R (Figure 2) is a fuzzy compatibility relation matrix and not an equivalence relation matrix. So that a transitive closure of the relation matrix R is necessary for the fuzzy cluster. Transitive closure of the relation matrix R can be obtained by (4) and (5).
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Conclusions
We can have fuzzy cluster analysis for the fuzzy equivalent matrix R 6 (Figure 3 ) and have the fuzzy cluster graph (to be shown in Figure 4 ) by different number of alpha-cuts (thresholds).
By the fuzzy cluster analysis, some sequences are interrelated with one group and the sequences in one group have been consisted to have close relationship and functions. To choose the appropriate alpha-cuts, the fuzzy cluster graph can be applied to analyze the problem. For instance, in the case alpha = 0.50, the sequence set X = (x1, x2 ··· x12) is divided into 5 groups: {x1, x3, x6, x11}; {x2, x4}; {x7, x8, x9, x10}; {x5}; {x12}.
In the group {x1, x3, x6, x11}, the x1 = nm_005166 is a sequence in connection with the APLP1 gene. Amyloid-precursor-like protein 1 (APLP1) is a membrane-associated glycoprotein, whose gene is homologous to the APP gene, which has been shown to be involved in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease [4] . That has been A large amount of gene sequences has already been collected and deposited in public databases and these are important resources not only for use as markers to identify disease-relates genes, but also to provide useful information to understand the disease mechanisms in genome level. Study on interrelated gene sequences of the Alzheimer's disease by fuzzy cluster is one of the topics on gene research. By way of the disease interrelated gene sequences exploration, we hope our explanation will prove more or less helpful in the Alzheimer's disease prevention, clinical diagnosis and treatment.
